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**FOOTBALL TEAM ELECTS LEADERS FOR 1935 SEASON**

**Twenty-four men are awarded athletic letters for 1935**

William H. Maroney, captain of the football team, will lead the Southern Illinois intramural team in the fall.

Despite the fact that the Maroons are not expected to experience the almost total success enjoyed by the Southern Illinois team last year, the extra-departmentophone reporters are hopeful of an excellent showing from the team in the fall. A number of the team members are expected to participate in the school games, and the team is expected to be the best team in the state.

**MUNITIONS MAKERS ARE WAR MAKERS**

**Villard Proves in Lecture Here**

**The manufacture of munitions was the topic of a recent lecture given by Mr. Villard.**

Mr. Villard is a well-known industrialist and is the owner of the largest munitions plant in the United States. He has been a leader in the development of the modern munitions industry.

**Of COURSE I GET TIRED, BUT NEVER FROM DANCING SAYS TED SHAWN**

By Elizabeth Ann West

"Do you ever get tired?" The audience asked, a gray and dreary November afternoon having swept through their minds, and then Ted Shawn stepped upon the stage before them to speak.

"I suppose I'm tired," was Mr. Shawn's reply. "But never from dancing." The two hours in the auditorium had been the most enjoyable of the day.

"Of course it's possible that two hours of almost constant dancing could take away from one's health," Mr. Shawn continued. "But it was necessary for this performance. Indeed, without dancing, there is no meaning to our lives." The audience was silent as they thought about this.

"You certainly do believe in dancing," remarked the questioner. "We have never seen you dance, as we know so much about this."

"We certainly do," Mr. Shawn replied. "There is no other way to express oneself."

"Shawn an idealistic," Walter declared. "He's stuck with the dance, proving himself on skidding and sitting, the only dance he knows."

"The natural question was, of course. "Do you have any other hobbies?"

"No," Mr. Shawn replied. "Dancing is my life." The audience was silent as they thought about this. Mr. Shawn had made his point.

**Majors Are War Majors**

**(Continued on Page 4)**

**Music Department begins reheasals of Handel's Messiah**

The music department is preparing for the Christmas concert. A choral selection has been selected for the audience to hear on Tuesday, December 21 at 8 p.m. in the Colgate Memorial Auditorium.

"The Messiah," an orchestra piece, will be performed by the college orchestra under the direction of Mr. Thompson. The performance will last for about two hours; therefore only those who have made reservations will be admitted. The concert will be well attended with an orchestra accompaniment.

David S. Thompson, head of the music department, will be in charge of the performance. It is scheduled for a minute's applause after a song, and for a minute's applause after a song.

**SUPER-SHELS TO PLAY MACMEN FRIDAY NIGHT**

**OILERS HOLD BRILLIANT TEAM FOR STAR PLAYERS ON TEAM**

The Maroon team will be facing the St. Louis University team on Friday night. The Oilers have been doing well in recent games and are expected to give the team a good game.

**New Dimmer Unit To Be Installed During Vacation**

A new light-fixture is being installed in the Maroon theater during the vacation period. The fixture is expected to improve the lighting in the theater and provide better illumination for the audience.

**Music Department begins rehearsals of Handel's Messiah**

The music department is preparing for the Christmas concert. A choral selection has been selected for the audience to hear on Tuesday, December 21 at 8 p.m. in the Colgate Memorial Auditorium.

"The Messiah," an orchestra piece, will be performed by the college orchestra under the direction of Mr. Thompson. The performance will last for about two hours; therefore only those who have made reservations will be admitted. The concert will be well attended with an orchestra accompaniment.

David S. Thompson, head of the music department, will be in charge of the performance. It is scheduled for a minute's applause after a song, and for a minute's applause after a song.

**SUPER-SHELS TO PLAY MACMEN FRIDAY NIGHT**

**OILERS HOLD BRILLIANT TEAM FOR STAR PLAYERS ON TEAM**

The Maroon team will be facing the St. Louis University team on Friday night. The Oilers have been doing well in recent games and are expected to give the team a good game.
ENTERTAINMENT COURSE IMMUNITY?

The first existence of the pioneer exponent and champion of male dance with his masculine ensemble, arrangement, and leadership was Circuit. It was the fact that approximately $249 received in ticket money during the season of 1914 that most of the audience were townpeople and not students.

The fact that it is a matter of opinion only that the absence was in its simplest pre- meditated.

Some reasons might be given for the lack of student support. The least expensive seat in the house de- manded forty cents, not an admitted support. The least admission was needed only that the absence was in its simplest pre- meditated.

There was no deficiency. Approximately thirty dollars remained due to the support of the Enter- tainment Course. Further support was not a prime neces- sity. But a certain number of students might support only as many steadfastly in the minds of the student participants the competition offered by Lee Freseml at the local theatres. Many funded “College Rhythms” preferable to the pattern of the previous seasons.

The C.W.E.S. Program May Attain Highest Payroll This Term

The C.W.E. Program is the only course offered to retain its maximum pay- roll. The amount of the payroll for this term, $126, with a maximum load there is approximately $126. This payroll has been reduced below this maximum. No student must have the load that he will serve additional duties. Because the courses of C.W.E. must balance the recreational plan, it is with this in mind that the faculty work in the smaller group.

One of the requirements for a dance was to fill the minimum of the four-year course.

Dr. Betty Berry will discuss the perspectrives for women's roles in the entertainment industry. A summary of recent critiques of C. Berthold, whose opinion is that the entertainment industry is "breaking over the country" and that "women can be brought together to sing in harmony" will be given tonight by Mr. Berry before business of the Entertain- ment Society. Other members will be announced. The Women's Field, which is a dance by Virginia in the C.W.E., will be announced. The W. A. A. will be announced. The student will be announced. The following courses will be announced:

- Betty Berry will discuss the perspective for women's roles in the entertainment industry.
- A summary of recent critiques of C. Berthold, whose opinion is that the entertainment industry is "breaking over the country" and that "women can be brought together to sing in harmony" will be given tonight by Mr. Berry before business of the Entertainment Society.
- Other members will be announced.
- The Women's Field, which is a dance by Virginia in the C.W.E., will be announced.
- The W. A. A. will be announced.
- The student will be announced.
- The following courses will be announced:
  - Betty Berry will discuss the perspective for women's roles in the entertainment industry.
  - A summary of recent critiques of C. Berthold, whose opinion is that the entertainment industry is "breaking over the country" and that "women can be brought together to sing in harmony" will be given tonight by Mr. Berry before business of the Entertainment Society.
  - Other members will be announced.
  - The Women's Field, which is a dance by Virginia in the C.W.E., will be announced.
  - The W. A. A. will be announced.
  - The student will be announced.
The 1935-36 Little Nineteen basketball team included a talented group of players who were led by Bill McAndrew of the University of Illinois. During the season, the team met with success, winning several games and earning recognition for their efforts.

McAndrew was selected to the University's All-American team, which was a significant honor. The team's performance was highlighted by their ability to compete against strong opponents and emerge victorious in several games.

Throughout the season, the team faced challenges and learned valuable lessons, particularly in their second game against the Princeton University. Despite the loss, the team showed resilience and determination to improve and succeed in subsequent games.

The Little Nineteen basketball team's success during the 1935-36 season not only reflected the individual skills and dedication of each player but also the team's ability to work together cohesively. The achievements of this team laid the foundation for future successes in basketball and continue to inspire the current generation of athletes and fans.
"The first course of the program is to be an open discussion of the significant points of the book, "The Education of Henry Adams." The discussion will be led by a member of the faculty, and all students are encouraged to participate."

"Today's event will be followed by a Q&A session, where students and faculty can ask any questions they have regarding the book or the discussion."

"All students are encouraged to attend and participate in the discussion to gain a deeper understanding of the book and its themes."

"The discussion will be held in the auditorium at 3 p.m. and is open to all students and faculty."

"Please note that refreshments will be provided after the discussion."

"The event is free for all participants and is part of our ongoing literary series."